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174 RCEs - 8 in U.S.

Global RCE Network
RCE Americas Mtg in Vermont

Global RCE Meeting in Philippines

RCE Americas Mtg in Argentina

● Est. 2003 by UNU-IAS (United Nations
University-Institute for the Advancement of
Sustainability) by Japan Ministry of Env to
support UNESD (2005-2014) as part of ESD
project (Education for Sustainable Development)
● Charged with implementing SDG 4.7 ESD transforming our regions and our own institutions
● Guided by ESD for 2030 Priority Action Areas
(UNESCO)
● 174 RCEs worldwide; 8 in U.S.

ESD for 2030 - 5 Priority Action Areas
1. Advancing policy
2. Transforming learning and training
environments
3. Building capacities of educators and trainers
4. Empowering and mobilizing youth
5. Accelerating sustainable solutions at the
local level

SDG 4 - Ensure inclusive and

equitable quality education and
promote life-long learning
opportunities for all.
4.7 ESD - By 2030, ensure all learners acquire knowledge and skills
needed to promote sustainable development, including among others
through education for sustainable development and sustainable
lifestyles, human rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture of peace
and non-violence, global citizenship, and appreciation of cultural
diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development.

ESD Cross-cutting Competencies - from UNESCO ESD Goals Learning Objectives
Systems
Thinking

to recognize and understand relationships; to analyse complex systems; to think of how systems are embedded within
different domains and different scales; and to deal with uncertainty

Anticipatory

to understand and evaluate multiple futures – possible, probable and desirable; to create one’s own visions for the future; to
apply the precautionary principle; to assess the consequences of actions; and to deal with risks and changes

Normative

to understand and reflect on the norms and values that underlie one’s actions; and to negotiate sustainability values,
principles, goals, and targets, in a context of conflicts of interests and trade-offs, uncertain knowledge and contradictions

Strategic

to collectively develop and implement innovative actions that further sustainability at the local level and further afield

Collaboration

to learn from others; to understand and respect the needs, perspectives and actions of others (empathy); to understand, relate
to and be sensitive to others (empathic leadership); to deal with conflicts in a group; and to facilitate collaborative and
participatory problem solving

Critical Thinking

to question norms, practices and opinions; to reflect on own one’s values, perceptions and actions; and to take a position in
the sustainability discourse

Self-Awareness

to reflect on one’s own role in the local community and (global) society; to continually evaluate and further motivate one’s
actions; and to deal with one’s feelings and desire

Integrated
Problem-Solving

to apply different problem-solving frameworks to complex sustainability problems and develop viable, inclusive and equitable
solution options that promote sustainable development, integrating the above-mentioned competence

When...we reflect on having successfully
achieved the ...UN SDGs, we will credit the
transformation of higher education from a
linear, hierarchical, competitive organizational
model to a distributed, interdependent,
collaborative one. We will view academic
programs...as a community of nested networks,
reliant on, supportive of, and inextricably linked
to one another. We will marvel that it was ever
any other way.
- From “Nested Networks: Transformational Change in Higher
Education,” by Walter Poleman, Nan Jenks-Jay,
Jack Byrne, 2019

RCE Greater Atlanta
Students Raise their Hands at Qtrly Mtg at USGBC

GT Student Speaks at Launch Event at NCCHR

RCE Panel at GT Liam’s Legacy Symposium
with KSU, Spelman, and Jessica Espey from SDSN

● Proposed by Jennifer Hirsch, Director of GT Serve-Learn-Sustain, in
2017; participatory application development process co-led with
Ciannat Howett, Emory University Sustainable Initiatives; Fatemeh
Shafiei, Spelman College Political Science; Suzanne Burnes,
Collective Wisdom Group
● Acknowledged by UN University in December 2017
● Brings together 10 HEIs, City of Atlanta, Atlanta Regional
Commission, nonprofit and community-based organizations,
businesses
● Offers multi-stakeholder educational and training programs
supporting regional sustainable development
● Shines an equity and justice lens on all SDGs
● Innovating a new regional model for collective impact, harnessing
higher education capacity and knowledge for regional benefit
● Preparing our students to be sustainable development changemakers
● Website: https://rcega.org/

RCE Launch Event @ NCCHR, Oct. 2018

Building on our Assets to Address our Challenges

ESD Workshops, Presentations, Symposia

GT SLS SDG Fellow Britta Kallin
from ModLang tables on SDG
Teaching at a German Studies
Conference

RCE Community-University Partnerships Community of
Practice - GT SLS Community Engagement Workshop
for Faculty Featuring KSU, Emory,
and Community Partners

CTL/SLS/AGSC Workshop
on Teaching SDGs at GT

RCE members speak at
KSU Equinox Symposium

Annual RCE Track at the AGS
Symposium

Building an Intergenerational, Multiracial Network
that Elevates Grassroots Voices

Environmental Justice Academy

Climate Change Exhibit at
Agnes Scott

RCE Student Conference

RCE Participatory Strategic Planning

Attending Drawdown Talk at Southface
“Marketplace” Gift Exchange

RCE Greater Atlanta College Youth Network

Student-led BeltLine Tour

Volunteering Together

Civic Dinner

KSU Student Exhibit at Launch at NCCHR:
Regional Examples of Global Goals

Learn More and Get Involved at

rcega.org

